Across four experiments, this study investigated direction-specific adaptation and simultaneous contr~t induced by moving binocular disparity information (stereoscopic motion). The stimuli were moving arrays of stereoscopic dots created from dynamic rondom.element stereograms. Experiments 1 and 2 examined the effects of adaptation to motion in a given direction on the apparent direction of test motion. Results showed that the direction of test motion appeared repulsed away from the direction of adapting motion (repulsion aftereffect) by as much as 20 dug or more when directions of adapt and test were similar. Experiment 3 investigated transfer of the repulsion aftereffect across the stereoscopic and luminance domains by employing stereoscopic adapting motion and luminance test motion or vice versa. Results showed that the repulsion aftereffect transferred across the two stimulus domains. Experiment 4 investigated directionspecific contrast by measuring the perceived direction of two stereoscopic arrays presented simultaneously and moving in different directions. Results showed that the directions of the arrays appeared repulsed away from one another when their directions were similar. Taken together, these results suggest that the direction of stereoscopic motion is coded in the activity of directtonally selective mechanisms, as is the case for luminance-domain motion. Transfer of the repulsion aftereffect between stereoscopic and luminance domains indicates the two kinds of motion perception are mediated by a common substrate.
INTRODUCTION
There are a number of attributes whose displacement in space and time provides information to the visual system about object motion, such as displacement of boundaries defined by gradients in luminance (e.g. stimulus brighter than background), texture (stimulus texture more coarse than background), or binocular disparity (stimulus in front of background). These attributes may be classified as first-order or second-order based upon geometrical probability (Cavanagh & Mather, 1989; Julesz, 1971) . First-order attributes are defined by differences in firstorder statistics such as luminance level. Motion processing of luminance attributes is called first-order or Fourier processing, which involves motion detection by mechanisms sensitive to motion energy (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Chubb & Sperling, 1989; Reichardt, 1961 ) . Second-order attributes are defined by differences in second-order statistics such as texture or disparity (Cavanagh & Mather, 1989) . Motion processing of texture or disparity is called second-order or non-Fourier processing, which involves motion undetectable by mechanisms sensitive to motion energy in the absence of complex preprocessing (Chubb & Sperling, 1989) .
This study investigated perceptual aftereffects induced by adaptation to moving binocular disparity, one form of non-Fourier motion, called stereoscopic motion aftereffects. Stereoscopic motion aftereffects are interesting because they involve adaptation to cyclopean information existing centrally at binocular-integration levels of vision (Julesz, 1971) . The concept of cyclopean is similar to the idea of a purely binocular process (Wolfe, 1986) , a level of processing for which both eyes must be stimulated (i.e. logical AND operation). Note that this kind of cyclopean adaptation is different from that studied by Carney and Shadlen (1993) , which involved dichoptically viewed flickering gratings presented in quadrature. The stimuli used by Carney and Shadlen were presented without horizontal binocular disparity and were not stereoscopic, while the stimuli in the present study were stereoscopic.
Stereoscopic motion aftereffects have been controversial. Some studies have reported weak or no aftereffects (Anstis, 1980; Anstis & Moulden, 1970; Papert, 1964; Zeevi & Geri, 1985) while other studies have reported 1774 R. PATI~RSON and S. BECKER strong aftereffects (Fox et al., 1982; Stork et al., 1985) . The studies reporting weak aftereffects typically used adaptation durations of 30 sec or less while studies reporting significant aftereffects typically employed adaptation durations longer than 30 sec. In a recent study investigating the stereoscopic motion aftereffect, Patterson et al. (1994) manipulated adaptation duration and showed that an adaptation duration >30 sec is needed to produce strong stereoscopic aftereffects.
The present study investigated adaptation to stereoscopic motion employing a long adaptation duration and a direction-selective adaptation paradigm. Levinson and Sekuler (1976) showed that adaptation to a luminancedefined pattern moving in a given direction altered (i.e. repulsed) the perceived direction of a subsequently viewed test pattern when the direction of adapt and test were similar but not when they were different; a direction-selective aftereffect. Direction-selective adaptation is an indication that the code for the perceived direction of motion is activity among a population of cells selective for motion direction. Such adaptation is thought to shift the distribution of activity among directionally selective cells away from adapted mechanisms, which alters perceived direction of the moving test pattern, producing a repulsion aftereffect (Levinson & Sekuler, 1976; Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Mather & Moulden, 1980) .
In the present study, the investigation of stereoscopic repulsion aftereffects provided two advantages. First, they allowed us to determine whether the perception of stereoscopic motion is likely mediated by directionspecific mechanisms. Second, they permitted stereoscopic motion aftereffects to be examined with a dynamic test pattern. Studies by McCarthy (1993) , Nishida and Sato (1993) and Turano (1991) found that dynamic test patterns may be important for inducing strong motion aftereffects with non-Fourier stimuli.
Four experiments were performed. Experiment 1 investigated stereoscopic repulsion aftereffects for different directions of adapting motion and a fixed direction of test motion. Experiment 2 examined stereoscopic aftereffects for different test directions and a fixed difference in direction between adapt and test. Experiment 3 studied transfer of repulsion aftereffects across the stereoscopic and luminance domains. Experiment 4 investigated repulsion effects in a nonadaptation paradigm, the simultaneous direction repulsion paradigm (Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Mather & Moulden, 1980) .
METHODS

Observers
Six observers (four males and two females) served in one or more experiments. All but two observers were naive with regard to the purpose of study at time of testing. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity (tested with Ortho-Rater, Bausch and Lomb) and good binocular vision (tested to ensure they could perceive stereoscopic dot arrays in our randomelement stereogram).
Apparatus
Stereoscopic aftereffects were created with a dynamic random-element stereogram generation system described by Shetty et al. (1979) and Fox and Patterson (1981) . The observer viewed a 19" Sharp color monitor (model XM 1900) from a distance of 1.5 m (pixel size: 5.7 min arc; stereogram display luminance involving an average of 50% density elements plus background: 25.2 cd/m2). The face of the monitor was viewed through a circular aperture whose diameter was 10.0 deg arc. The red and green guns of the monitor were electronically controlled by a stereogram generator (hardwired device) to produce red and green random-element matrices (ca 5000 elements each matrix). Stereoscopic viewing was accomplished by placing red (Wratten # 29) and green (Wratten # 58) filters in front of the observer's eyes.
The stereogram generator generated the random elements and created the disparity, which produced a stereoscopic stimulus (background dots correlated between eyes). All elements were replaced dynamically, with positions assigned randomly, at 60Hz, which allowed the stimuli to be moved without monocular cues (Julesz & Payne, 1968 ). An optical programmer (modified black and white video camera) transformed twodimensional achromatic stimuli it scanned (e.g. moving arrays of white dots on black background) into stereoscopic dot arrays on the Sharp monitor. The voltage of the camera (whose scan rate was synchronized with that of the monitor) was digitized and used as code to specify where disparity was inserted in the stereogram. The optical programmer scanned arrays of white dots on a black background moving on a conveyor belt controlled by a d.c. motor. (The stereoscopic random-dot arrays should not be confused with the random-element stereogram used to create the arrays. Stereoscopic forms were created from disparity embedded in a randomelement stereogram, the elements of which were defined by luminance-contrast and which moved incoherently in locally random directions. The stereoscopic forms were large random dots moving coherently in one direction.)
To rule out the possibility of monocular cues in our display, our laboratory performed control trials (e.g. see Patterson et al., 1994) in which observers wore either red or green filters over both eyes during adaptation and tested for the aftereffect with the stereoscopic test pattern (red and green filters over different eyes). The observers also adapted to the dynamic display with the moving stereoscopic pattern set to zero disparity (red and green filters over different eyes) and tested for the aftereffect with a nonzero disparity stereoscopic test pattern. No observer ever perceived any adapting pattern nor any aftereffect under these conditions. On other trials, observers wore either red or green filters over both eyes and attempted forced-choice discrimination of the direction of motion of a stereoscopic pattern that moved either rightward or leftward on each trial. Discrimination performance was always at chance level. The results'of these trials show that monocular cues were not present in our display.
In addition to motion aftereffects investigated with stereoscopic stimuli, we also examined aftereffects with luminance stimuli, which was necessary in Experiment 3 involving transfer of aftereffects across the stereoscopic and luminance domains. The luminance stimuli were black dots on a red back~ground. The luminance of the black dots was 0.7 cd/m ~, while luminance of the red background was 11.4 cd/m 2. The dots were defined by both luminance and chromatic borders, and were well above detection threshold (100% detectable). The size and spacing of the luminance dots were equal to the dimensions of the stereoscopic dots in angular subtense at the eye.
General Procedure
On each trial, the observer adapted to an array of randomly positioned stereoscopic dots, 30 of which were visible through the circular aperture at any one time, moving in a given direction at a speed of 3.8 deg/sec. Dot diameter was 1.1 deg. Following adaptation, the observer viewed an array of stereoscopic dots (test pattern) of the same size, density, and speed moving in the same or different direction. To minimize tracking eye movements, a fixation point was provided in the center of the display and the observer was instructed to fixate the point and maintain steady fixation but ocular convergence was not monitored. [Mather & Moulden (1980) showed that similar results are obtained with steady fixation and eye tracking.] The observer's task was to match the direction of motion of the test pattern with a matching stimulus (see below). All stereoscopic dots were presented with 11.4 rain arc of disparity, crossed direction relative to the display screen.
Each trial began with 3 rain of adaptation to moving dots in a given direction, followed by three cycles of the following sequence of events: one half-second presentation of test dots moving in the same or different direction, 1 see presentation of a luminance-contrast matching line of adjustable orientation which the observer adjusted parallel to the perceived direction of test dots, and 20 sec of top-up adaptation. At the end of three cycles, the final setting of the matching line was taken as an estimate of perceived direction of test dots. (Control measurements showed that adaptation did not affect perceived orientation of the matching line, and that reliable estimates of test direction could be made with this method.) Four minutes of rest were taken between trials to allow the aftereffect to dissipate. Testing in the experiments always began with several practice sessions before formal data collection.
To provide an estimate of baseline performance of perceiving the direction of the test pattern without adaptation, trials were also performed for which the observer viewed the same sequence of events in matching the apparent direction of the test pattern, except that the random-element stereogram display was viewed without the presence of an adapting stereoscopic pattern. Baseline measurements of a given test direction were typically within 1 or 2 deg of one another.
Preliminary studies involving ten observers were undertaken to test the strength of their aftereffect and to determine optimal conditions promoting stereoscopic motion adaptation. Each observer adapted to a moving array of stereoscopic dots and subsequently viewed a test array moving in a slightly different direction from adaptation. Several trials were performed. Of the ten observers, several reported that the direction of the test array appeared repulsed away from its baseline setting by as much as 20 deg or more, while several others reported weaker aftereffects, and one observer reported no aftereffect. This variability in the strength of stereoscopic motion aftereffects has been reported previously by Patterson et al. (1994) . The observers also varied in their ability to match the direction of stereoscopic motion.
Based on ability to reliably report and measure a repulsion aftereffect, we formally tested four observers in one or more of three experiments on direction-specific adaptation.
EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment examined stereoscopic repulsion aftereffects for different adaptation directions relative to a fixed test direction. This experiment tested for the optimal angular difference between adapt and test direction producing the greatest repulsion aftereffect by keeping test direction constant (at either 0 or 90 deg) and varying randomly the direction of the adapting pattern across trials (direction of motion was always defined in standard form with 0 deg equal to rightward motion toward 3:00 o'clock and positive angles given by counterclockwise rotation). Two or three trials were recorded per condition per observer. One baseline measurement of the test direction without adaptation was taken at the beginning of each session for each observer. Observers MD and AB served. Each observer participated in about ten sessions of data collection, with each session involving six to eight trials.
Observer RP was tested on a slightly different version of this experiment. The direction of the adapting pattern was kept constant at 0 deg and direction of the test pattern was varied in a counterclockwise direction across trials 30, 90, or 150 deg away from the adaptation direction. Two baseline measurements of perceived direction of the test pattern were made without adaptation for each test direction. Five trials were recorded for each test direction following adaptation.
Results
Each measurement of the direction of the test motion following adaptation was subtracted from the baseline measurement for that session to obtain an estimate of the shift in perceived direction of test motion following adaptation, for each observer. difficulty in perceiving the direction of motion some of the time, small aftereffects (e.g. 5 deg) occurred which were nonselective for the direction of adaptation. When adapt direction was 105-165 deg, a small attraction occurred in which shifts in apparent direction of the test pattern were slightly toward the direction of adaptation. Figure 2 shows the magnitude of perceived direction shift for RP for different test directions and an adapting direction of 0 deg. RP showed a pattern of results similar to MD. A large shift in apparent direction occurred when adapt direction was 30 deg from test direction but the direction shift decreased when adapt direction was 90 or 150 deg from test direction. The shift in apparent test direction was always repulsed away from adapt direction (repulsion is represented as positive values on the ordinate in Fig. 2) . RP, like MD, demonstrated a direction-specific aftereffect.
An analysis of variance computed on the data for each observer individually showed that the effect of the direction of adapting motion on the perceived direction shift of the test motion was reliable: for MD with the 0 deg test pattern, F(23,37)= 33.3, P < 0.002; for MD with the 90 deg test pattern, F(6,6) = 19.2, P < 0.001; for AB, F(23,37) = 2.8, P = 0.002; and for RP, F(2,8) --65.8, P < 0.001.
The results of Experiment 1 show that the repulsion aftereffect is direction specific for two of the three observers. Levinson & Sekuler, 1976) . Six adaptation trials and six baseline measurements were collected for each condition for each observer. Observers MD, AB and J3 served. Each observer participated in about ten sessions of data collection, with each session involving six to eight trials.
The six estimates of perceived direction of test motion following adaptation were averaged together and subtracted from an average of the six baseline measurements for each condition to obtain an estimate of the shift in perceived direction of the test motion following adaptation, for each observer. Figure 3 shows the shift in perceived direction of the test motion for different combinations of test direction and adapting direction for three observers. Significant repulsion aftereffects occurred (i.e. test direction always appeared repulsed away from adapting direction), ranging from about 5 to 25 deg, when direction of adapting motion was 30 deg away from direction of test motion.
An analysis of variance computed on the data for each observer individually showed that the post-adaptation settings were reliably different from the pre-adaptation (baseline) settings (i.e. repulsion aftereffect): for JJ, F(1,5) = 21.4, P < 0.001; for AB, F(1,5) = 50.7, P < 0.001; for MD, F(1,5)= 100.2, P < 0.001. There were no other significant differences.
The results of Experiment 2 show that repulsion aftereffects are induced by adapting to stereoscopic motion which generalize across different test directions.
EXPE~NT 3
This experiment examined cross-domain repulsion aftereffects, that is, aftereffects induced when stereoscopic and luminance patterns are employed interchangeably as adapting and test stimuli. Patterson et al. (1994) showed that motion adaptation transfers between the stereoscopic and luminance domains, suggesting that motion perception from the two kinds of attribute is mediated by a common substrate. This experiment determined whether such transfer occurs with the repulsion aftereffect.
Arrays of moving stereoscopic dots were used as adapting stimuli while arrays of moving luminance dots were used as test stimuli, or vice versa. Test direction was 0 deg while adaptation direction was 330 deg (i.e. -30 deg). Six adaptation trials and six baseline measurements were collected for each condition for each observer. Observers MD, AB and JJ served. Comparison data involving luminance adapting motion and luminance test motion were also collected for observers MD and AB (12 trials pooled from three adapt/test angles for MD; two trials for AB). Each observer participated in about tea sessions of data collection, with each session involving six to eight trials.
Results
The six estimates of perceived direction of the test motion following adaptation were averaged together and subtracted from an average of the six baseline measurements for each condition to obtain an estimate of the perceived direction shift of test motion following adaptation, for each observer. Figure 4 shows the shift in perceived direction of the test motion for the two different adapt/test conditions, one condition involving luminance adapt and stereoscopic test, the other condition involving stereoscopic adapt and luminance test, for three observers. Significant transfer of repulsion aftereffect, ranging from 5 to over 45 deg, occurred between stereoscopic and luminance domains for all observers, except for observer JJ in the stereoscopic adapt/ luminance test condition where her aftereffect was -2 deg, a value not significantly different from zero. The aftereffect transferred more when adapting to the luminance motion and testing with the stereoscopic motion than vice versa. With the luminance adapt/stereo test, repulsion aftereffect ranged from 15 to 45 deg; with the stereo adapt/luminance test, aftereffect ranged from -2 to 5 deg. For the luminance adapt/luminance test condition, the perceived direction shift following adaptation was 10.0 deg for MD and 5.5 deg for AB (data not shown).
An analysis of variance computed on data for each observer individually showed that the post-adaptation settings were reliably greater than pre-adaptation settings (i.e. repulsion aftereffect): for JJ, F(1,5)= 129.1, P< 0.001; for AB, F(1,5)=55.0, P<0.001; for MD, F(1,5) = 38.2, P < 0.001. The analysis also showed that post-adaptation settings were reliably greater than preadaptation settings more so for the luminance adapt/ stereoscopic test condition than for the stereoscopic adapt/luminance test condition for two observers: for JJ, F(1,5)--138.5, P < 0.001; and for AB, F(1,5) = 8.6, P < 0.05. There were no other significant effects.
The results of this experiment show that significant transfer of the repulsion aftereffect occurs between the stereoscopic and luminance domains. The transfer is greater from the luminance adapt to the stereoscopic test than vice versa. One explanation of this asymmetry is that luminance stimuli activate both monocular and binocular mechanisms, while stereoscopic stimuli activate only binocular mechanisms. Because luminance adapting stimuli would affect binocular mechanisms engaged with stereoscopic test stimuli, we would expect strong aftereffects with luminance adapt/stereoscopic test. Because stereoscopic adapting stimuli would affect only a portion of the mechanisms engaged with luminance test stimuli, we would expect diluted aftereffects with stereoscopic adapt/luminance test. Unequal activation of neural populations may explain the asymmetry of transfer between stereoscopic and luminance domains. However, the asymmetry is difficult to interpret because the ~tereoscopic and luminance stimuli were not equated for effective contrast or strength, therefore differences between conditions may have been produced by differences in stimulus strength (e.g. stereoscopic adapt/ luminance test may have produced small effects because stereoscopic adapting motion was perceptually weak).
In Experiments 1-3, there were large differences among observers in terms of the magnitude of the repulsion aftereffect, with differences among observers of 10-15 deg being common. This variability is consistent with Patterson et al. (1994) , who also reported large inter-observer differences in the stereoscopic classical motion aftereffect. We wished to examine direction repulsion effects without the variability associated with an adaptation paradigm. Experiment 4 served this purpose.
EXPERIMENT 4
One interpretation of direction-specific adaptation (i.e. repulsion aftereffect) is that such adaptation shifts the distribution of activity among a population of cells excited by the test stimulus away from adapted mechanisms, which alters perceived direction of motion. Another paradigm for demonstrating shifts in perceived direction of motion indicative of a distribution shift is the simultaneous direction repulsion paradigm.
In this paradigm, two arrays of dots moving in slightly different directions appear to repulse each other and cause their difference in direction to appear exaggerated (Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Mather & Moulden, 1980) . The repulsion of directions is presumably due to mutual inhibition between direction-specific mechanisms which code perceived direction of motion. If the results of Experiments 1-3 are due to shifts in activity of directionspecific cells, such shifts should be manifest in the simultaneous direction repulsion paradigm as well. This experiment tests this prediction.
On each trial, the observer viewed one or two arrays of randomly positioned stereoscopic dots (30 dots per array visible at any one time). The two dot arrays moved in directions either 30 or 90 deg apart (i.e. directions of 60 and 90 deg, or 45 and 135 deg, respectively), each at a speed of 3.8 deg/sec. All stereoscopic dots were presented with 11.4 min arc of disparity, crossed direction from the display screen.
Two types of trials were performed, separate and simultaneous. On separate trials, each of the two arrays was presented individually and the observer matched the direction of the array with the matching line method, as in Experiments 1-3. These trials served as baseline trials which measured the apparent direction of the arrays when no repulsion should be occurring. On simultaneous trials, the two arrays were presented together and the observer matched the direction of one or the other array. These trials served to measure the apparent direction of each array when repulsion should be occurring. Four trials were performed matching the direction of each array under the separate and simultaneous conditions. The order of the 16 trials was randomly determined for each observer. Observers RP, CB and SB participated in two sessions of data collection.
Results
The four estimates of direction were averaged together for each array under each condition. Next, differences were calculated between the apparent directions of the two arrays under the separate condition, to provide a baseline estimate of the perceived angle between the two arrays without repulsion. Differences were then calculated between the apparent directions of the two arrays under the simultaneous condition to provide an estimate of the perceived angle between the two arrays with repulsion. A measure of the repulsion effect was calculated by subtracting the perceived angle under the separate condition (baseline) from the perceived angle under the simultaneous condition. This procedure was performed for the 30 and 90 deg separation conditions separately. Figure 5 shows perceived repulsion between the directions of the two dot arrays when they were simultaneously presented 30 deg apart, for the three observers. Significant repulsion aftereffects occurred, ranging from about 5 to 20 deg.
A planned comparison was performed to determine whether the repulsion effect was different from zero for the 30 deg condition. A t-test computed on the data for each observer individually showed that the magnitude of repulsion was reliably different from zero for each of the three observers: for RP, t(3) = 17.9, P < 0.001; for CB, t(3) = 3.18, P < 0.05; for SB, t(3) = 12.3, P < 0.001. Figure 5 also shows perceived repulsion between the directions of the two dot arrays when they were simultaneously presented 90 deg apart. Smaller repulsion aftereffects occurred, ranging from about -7 (slight attraction) to 10.5 deg.
A planned comparison was performed to determine whether the repulsion effect was different from zero for the 90 deg condition. A t-test computed on the data for each observer individually showed that the magnitude of repulsion (or attraction for RP) was not reliably different from zero for any of the three observers: for RP, t(3) = 2.5, P > 0.05; for CB, t(3) = 0.07, P > 0.05; for SB, t(3) = 2.8, P > 0.05.
Because the trend was the same for the three observers, their data were combined to test for a reliable difference in repulsion magnitude between the 30 and 90 deg conditions. A t-test showed that the magnitude of the repulsion effect at 30 deg (average of three observers: 12.4 deg) was reliably different from that at 90 deg (average of the three observers: 1.1 deg), t(11)= 4.3, P < 0.01.
These results show that stereoscopic dots moving in slightly different directions appear to repulse each other such that their difference in direction appears exaggerated, similar to repulsion effects demonstrated for luminance motion (Marshak & Selmler, 1979; Mather & Moulden, 1980) . For all observers, the repulsion effect occurred with a small difference between directions but not with a large difference, that is, the repulsion effect was directionally selective.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of this study show that prior adaptation to a moving stereoscopic pattern induces a repulsive shift in the perceived direction of a moving stereoscopic test pattern when directions of adapt and test are similar, an effect which transfers between the stereoscopic and luminance domains. There were large differences among observers in terms of the magnitude of this shift and in terms of the amount of cross-domain transfer. Despite the large inter-observer variability, the stereoscopic repulsion aftereffect does seem to be direction-specific and it does transfer between the two stimulus domains. The existence of a stereoscopic motion aftereffect is consistent with Patterson et al. (1994) , who found that stereoscopic motion can induce a robust classical motion aftereffect, provided that the duration of adaptation is sufficiently long. Patterson et al. also found that such aftereffects transfer between the stereoscopic and luminance domains, consistent with the present study.
The existence of stereoscopic repulsion aftereffects is relevant to theories of motion perception. In the past, authors such as Anstis (1978 Anstis ( , 1980 and Braddick (1974 Braddick ( , 1980 have proposed that the perception of stereoscopic motion is mediated by a high-level cognitive or inferential system which does not adapt and which tracks complex correspondences over time, although the details of such a system were left unspecified. However, adaptation aftereffects induced by stereoscopic motion as shown in the present study and in the Patterson et al. (1994) investigation, suggest that stereoscopic motion perception is mediated by a (sensory) motion system which adapts.
Moreover, the direction-specific adaptation shown in the present study suggests that stereoscopic motion perception is coded in the activity of directionally selective mechanisms, as in the case for luminancedomain motion (Levinson & Sekuler, 1976; Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Mather & Moulden, 1980) . Recall that direction-selective adaptation is thought to shift the distribution of activity among a population of directionally selective cells away from adapted mechanisms,
